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Christmas and New Year celebrations are just a memory now so we can look forward to Spring and the
show season. But with fuel at over a £100 per fill up now, how busy are the Land Rover shows going to be?
I hope that we can get some G-WACs or G registered cars out this year, the interest in these early cars is
beginning to grow? The classic car movement will still be busy and we have quite a few good shows in the
North, so I will certainly be exhibiting in the 1980s section.
116” wheelbase Ambulance J463 HVK.
I read with interest the recent article on J140 OAC in Land Rover Monthly, the article also pointed me to
Graham’s website and to the G-WAC Notes.
I own J463 HVK which seems to have been part of the only bulk order of 116" wheelbase Discovery
ambulances, these were supplied to North East Ambulance Service for use in Northumberland.
Thanks to one of James Taylor's previous articles, I know the background to the 116" development and
build, but have been lucky enough to find out a little more from Ronnie Black (ex-ambulanceman of Alnwick)
about the 'HVK' registered fleet.
Ronnie was running a website called 'Ambulances of the North' which seems to be out of action at the
moment, but he has some photos of their handover outside Alnwick Castle and subsequent promotional
shots including winching practice.
J463 HVK has had a fairly hard time over the years, has run up 172,000
miles and had spent quite a number of years under the ownership of an
event cover paramedic firm.
It popped up on ebay about two and a half years ago, very poorly
described, no one else seemed interested, so I 'won' the old girl for an
opening £1000 bid, this was reduced to £800 by the time I had been
messed about from pillar to post and the windscreen was smashed by a
falling branch.
The amount of water getting in through the multitude of poorly sealed
holes (around 18!) in the roof, plus usual sunroof and door seal issues have
meant a complete strip of the substantially built ply and linoleum interior,
along with the crumbling chipboard lockers.
Replacement metalwork includes complete sills (extra length fabricated
from box section steel) with attendant floor panels, rear floor, crossmember
mounts, inner wings, battery tray and footwells.
The extra weight of the
larger body as well as wear and tear have given me and my
long suffering local mechanics a nudge to replace body
mountings, almost all suspension bushes, springs and
shocks as well as brake discs and pads front and rear.
A recent MOT test was a failure on one headlight bulb
and a diesel leak so I am happy with the results although it
has taken a long time. The test has now been passed; it was
last tested four years ago.
Much like Neil's J140 OAC I'm planning on camperising
the ambulance, I'll probably be heading along the lines of a
crew-bus, with spacious seating for two in the back alongside
a kitchenette, with a bulkhead and tool/grotty gear storage in
the rear. Will probably end up putting in a run of lockers along the right hand side, (similar to the original
fittings, but in slightly more interesting timber), and fitting in the set of two van seats that are loose in the back
at the moment.
William Wallace.

Project Capricorn.
I joined Land Rover in 1984 as a studio designer working for David Evans, just as the company was
searching for a product to compete with the Shogun and the Land Cruisers.
Work was already underway to turn the 90 into a more user-friendly leisure vehicle, featuring forward
facing 2nd row seating in the SWB, together with a face-lifted exterior, new fascia and instruments along with
significant engineering changes to the B.I.W of the vehicle, namely bonded construction.
Later, I remember seeing one of the Capricorn prototypes and it took me quite a time to realise what was
different - something was just missing! Then it struck me that there were no rivets or visible fixings on the
body shell or hardtop. I am sure it would have grown familiar, as the basic shape didn't change
Of course the Capricorn did not get to the production stage, but had it gone ahead it would still have left
Land Rover searching for a product to fill the gap between the 90/110 and Range Rover, which the Japanese
products were beginning to do, and the changes that it was introducing would have satisfied only a relatively
small percentage of customers.
After a year at Land Rover I became the studio manager. After a lot of effort and "soul-searching", the
decision to do a new product based on the Range Rover, rather than proceed with Capricorn, was agreed
and Project Jay was go. Although we sketched numerous proposals that still had 90/110 heritage, it was
decided to go for a completely new look for Project Jay.
I am sure it was not an easy thing to persuade some people at Land Rover in the use of the Range Rover
platform, because we were continually challenged to be as different from RR as possible in the vehicle
design. (Square as opposed to round headlamps, inset bonnet as opposed to "clam-shell", side-hinged
tail-door and external spare as examples)
I remember how we worked very hard to complete the design process as quickly as possible with the
challenges of minimum spend, but also how supportive everyone was to the concept of the product.
It is very easy with hindsight to say that Capricorn was definitely not the way to go, but back then the
thought of Land Rover with another model line was hard to believe. Just look at Land Rover now.
I hope their success continues.
George Thomson.

Bahama Beige trim.
I read with interest the article about G515BKV with the grey/blue items among the Bahama Beige trim.
The combination in this pre production 5-door car is not unique.
My 5-door with the Bahama Beige interior was registered in October 1990 and also has the hand brake,
gearlever gaiters, ashtrays and door opening lever housings in grey/blue, the same as in the pictures of
G515BKV.
To my knowledge these items were never produced in beige for the 200 series

Does anyone know of another 1990/91 200 with the Beige trim, and has it also got grey/blue items or are
they beige?
The picture shows the inside of the rear door card with a date hand written on it.
Dave Dorling.

Current known owners of launch cars. @ February 2012
G457WAC
G461WAC
G463WAC
G465WAC & G526WAC
G469WAC & G524WAC
G470WAC
G478WAC
G480WAC, G482WAC & G486WAC
G488WAC
G490WAC
G510WAC
G511WAC
G534WAC

Mark Wheatley
John Boucher
Ian Rawlings.
Roy Preston.
Lee Barnett
Frank Elson.
Meghan Timmins
David Ashburner
Clive Richfield
Rob Ivins
Nick Prior
Colin Crossley
Nicholas Webb

There were 86 cars registered on 01.10.89 from G451WAC to G537WAC, with the exception of G500WAC.

Other known launch cars on DVLA site.
G466WAC, G477WAC, G494WAC, and G525WAC

Other pre-production, G-WACs and early cars
B62 COH & C60 JKG
C742HUH
G226EAC
G513DHP
G279WAC
G302WAC
G308WAC
G310WAC
G311WAC
G316WAC
G401WAC
G406WAC
G410WAC
G563WAC
G601WAC
G602WAC
G603WAC
G610WAC
G635WAC

Philip Bashall (The Dunsfold Collection)
Charles Whitaker
Discovery Owners Club
Project Jay Preservation Group
Neal
Sandy Andrews
Robin Gray
Mark Simpson
Ivor Ramsden
David Cox
Owner not known
Andy Baker
Robin Jeffery
David Spirrett.
Richard Haynes
Owner not known
Ian Redfern
John Stuart-Gay
Alec Gatherer

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
G28 RMW
G41 VHA
G67 RYJ
G324CBG
G442AJM
G656RYB
G711YRY
G757SGX
G767NRH
G834FPR
G892VPM
G944UTT
G987LKU
H776POJ
H871EWK
J140OAC Ambulance.
J463HVK Ambulance
3656 TW 24
AZ-829-TJ
Camel. Awaiting export to the USA

Glyn Jones
Simon Tinkler
Peter King
Robin Jeffery
Scott Seacombe
Graham Welch
Peter Hares
P Bishop
David Ashburner
Sue Virgin
M E Hall
Keith Taylor
Andy Greer
Duncan Campbell
Mark Hardwick
Neil Witt
William Wallace
Keith S L Daffern. (France)
Raymond Bechetoille (France)
Robert Blanchard (USA)

Rust
When I bought 526 there was some damage to the N/S rear tail lamp aperture. The paint wasn’t broken,
there was no rust, it was not too visible so I didn’t bother with it until recently when I thought that it was time
that it was fixed.
I had a quotation from my local bodyshop who suggested that to paint the whole quarter panel right down
to the bottom, it would need the rear bumper taking off. That is a job not beyond my capabilities so I took the
bumper off only to reveal a few holes in the back body crossmember.
Rather than patch
over, I like to cut back to
good metal and insert a
new piece. Having cut
round two holes with the
angle grinder I noticed
that the metal was thin in
another area so decided
that the best way was to
cut the whole back off the
crossmember rather the
make a few holes.
My local sheet metal fabricator folded and joggled a piece of
new steel ready to fit the rather large hole that I had made, and I
painted the inside of the now exposed crossmember.
After welding, a few
coats of paint and Waxoyl
inside the now repaired
crossmember, the job
was done and 526 went
off to the bodyshop for the
tail lamp damage to be
repaired. I use a local
Vauxhall bodyshop, the
nearest LR dealer is too
expensive.
The recent MoT resulted in an advisory for corrosion to the N/S
sill, so this summer, between shows, I need to get someone to
replace the sill and perhaps body mounts, it will be too big a job for me.
Roy.

G-WAC Notes on websites
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Home of the Project Jay Preservation Group.
Graham is in need of a recent picture and basic details of your G-WAC so that they can be added to the
page. Send him a picture and some details
email4graham@tiscali.co.uk.
www.g-wacdiscoverys.net
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Brian Radford, of Northmead 4x4, is keeping up-to-date with a copy of the Notes on his website. All the
back issues from the start in May 2007 are there.
He also has another website to advertise Classic Rallies and shows.
www.northmead4x4.co.uk/gwac_discoverys.htm
www.classicrallies.co.uk/index.htm
Compiled by Roy Preston. If anyone would like to contribute an article for these notes, or receive a copy,
please email me at roy@g-wac.com or post your address to B R Preston, “Scawdel”, Wormald Green,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG3 3PU. Phone 01765 677124. Mobile 07876 473714
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